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Fifty-two annotated citations on attitudes toward restraint systems are provided, grouped into two sections: U.S. studies on air bags or air bags and seat belts, and studies on seat belts only. While the negative factors often associated with both air bags (cost) and seat belts (discomfort/inconvenience) tend to be consistent in the literature, studies dealing with approval of belt use laws show positive attitudes in countries having such legislation, while there is some disagreement on attitudes toward this type of legislation in the U.S. As expected, there is often a positive correlation between seat belt usage and positive attitudes toward them. A large percentage of the population agrees that belts are useful as a safety device; however, a very small percentage actually wears them.
INTRODUCTION

This bibliography has been divided into two main sections: U.S. studies dealing with attitudes toward air bags or air bags and seat belts combined, and studies dealing with seat belts only. The later section is subdivided into U.S. and non-U.S. literature. All parts are then arranged chronologically.

In some cases, annotations have been taken directly from the authors' abstracts, occasionally revised or with additional comments. Generally, however, the comments and opinions are those of the compiler of this bibliography.

OBSERVATIONS

Interesting observations can be made from the literature on public attitudes toward safety belts or air bags. The usual negative reasons for not approving of seat belts come up time and again. These include the disbelief that belts actually protect you in a crash, their discomfort and inconvenience, and the idea that they can trap you in your vehicle.

In the few studies of people's reactions to air bags, the only repeated negative factor associated with air bags is their cost. However, one study (done by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety) actually shows that many people would be willing to add up to $20 per month to their car payments (over 36 months, or $720) if 18,000 lives per year could be saved.

Canadian and Australian studies consistently show approval
of mandatory safety belt usage laws, with approval increasing following the law's enactment. Generally, there are no feelings in these countries that the government has no right to interfere with personal freedom. However, in countries where there are no use laws, such as the U.S., both usage patterns and attitudes have changed little over the years. (The exception to this is, of course, the period during which cars in the U.S. were equipped with ignition interlocks and usage rates increased; however, the public remained opposed to the interlock.)

As may be expected, in many studies one can see a positive correlation between seat belt usage and positive attitudes toward them. So while a large percentage of the population agrees that safety belts are a valid safety device, a very small percentage actually uses them.

Because public information campaigns encouraging safety belt usage have increased usage rates little -- if at all -- it would appear that the only means of actually increasing usage rates is by legislation. The previously-mentioned IIHS survey learned that 47% of those interviewed favored mandatory safety belt legislation for the U.S.

Clearly, the issue of personal freedom and government intervention plays a much greater role in influencing attitudes of U.S. citizens than it has in countries enacting mandatory safety belt legislation. A recent "call-in" poll taken by a Detroit newspaper showed over 80% objecting to such legislation for the U.S. While this was hardly a scientific study, and conflicts with what was
found by IIHS, it does indicate one sentiment of a vocal segment of the American public espousing personal liberty. This segment has already backed legislation which has struck down mandatory helmet use laws for motorcyclists in several states.

What is suggested by this, to the compiler of this bibliography, is the need for a public information campaign aimed not so much at getting people to "buckle-up," but at changing people's attitudes about the safety value of belts, as well as their increased comfort and convenience, in the hope of making people more receptive to use laws.
A consumer case for the air bag and the problem of public acceptance.
Report Number: SAE 720427. Presented at the International Conference on 

Impositions placed on vehicle occupants by safety belts and safety belt use are substantial and will increase as systems to encourage or force belt usage are incorporated. By comparison, the known impositions of air bags are minor, but to these must be added other requirements, the extent of which are not yet well-known. Substantial fleet testing of air bags will clarify most of these inconveniences. Automobile manufacturers and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration have failed to generate public support for the air bag. Lack of consumer support will continue unless greater resources are allocated to equip fleet vehicles with air bag systems so that a reliable record of air bag efficacy can be compiled. Types of opposition to air bags are outlined and possible sources defined.


A 1972 AAA survey of Michigan motorists revealed a strong dislike of airbags, a preference for seat belts/shoulder harnesses if choice must be made, and a strong feeling that it is not the business of government to mandate airbags or belt use. The author points out the need for a natural effort to persuade people to use seat belts, and attempts to forecast the future if airbags are mandated without explaining them.


Selected audiences of licensed drivers in Kansas City were subjected to demonstrations of three different restraint systems: lap/shoulder belts, extra crushable foam-filled panels, and air bags. Preferences were indicated before demonstrations, and at two later points. Initially, 40% preferred belts, 19% air bags, and 27% foam panels. This shifted to 82% for belts, 5% for bags, and 11% for panels after the filmed performance demonstrations. Inflatable air bags were the last choice for 69%.

A national survey was conducted in 1973 to determine consumer attitudes toward a number of existing and proposed automobile safety programs. Fifty percent of those surveyed indicated that they would pay $750 for a package that would make their car "fatality proof." 70% were opposed to the 1976 air bag requirement; while they were divided as to whether they would purchase an optional air bag at a cost of $100.


A telephone survey of Oldsmobile owners was designed to collect data on people's attitudes about potential purchase of air bags and perception of degree of safety provided by air bags. Although there was disagreement on overall perception of comparative car safety, there was virtual uniformity of opinion on benefits of air bags. The effect of accident involvement had only a modest effect on improving attitudes toward air bags. Maximum buying interest (33%) occurred at a suggested price of $100, but decreased dramatically (to 6%) at a $200 suggested price. Finally, only 23% agreed that air bags should be pushed hard for general use. The majority of the document is composed of statistical tables.


Several arguments put forth by automobile manufacturers against air bags - including their reliability and their cost - are taken to task by this representative of IIHS, whose pro-air bag stand is well-known. Also mentioned are legal precedents, including recent court cases, which have a bearing on air bags.

In a national poll taken in July, 1976, 77% of new car buyers expressed a preference for passive occupant protection. Only 15% exclusively preferred increased active protection. New car buyers expressed a willingness to add $12 per month to their car payments to save 6,000 lives, and up to $20 per month to save 18,000 lives. 47% of the respondents favored state belt use laws, 50% were opposed.


This summer 1976 national survey measured level of knowledge and information about auto restraint systems, attitudes toward those restraints, and reactions to alternatives such as belt use laws, air bags, and nonpayment of insurance claims if belts are not fastened at time of accident. 43% found none of those alternatives acceptable, 26% chose use laws, 15% chose air bags at a significant price increase, and 7% chose the insurance claim clause. Included are interesting statements on public perception of what air bags and seat belts can do for you or to you.


A section in this docket submission deals with GM's perception of public attitudes on restraint systems. GM believes that public acceptance of restraint systems depends on how comfortable and convenient they are to use. Usage rates are higher on later model cars with better restraint systems. GM also feels that higher belt usage rates would be achieved if the public were better informed on the advantages of seat belts. Need for public support before mandating belts or air bags is stressed.

One of the items considered in Secretary Coleman's decision was public acceptance of restraint systems. He concluded that such acceptance would be significantly increased by providing an opportunity for people to become familiar with these systems before a decision is made as to whether to require them in every car. The experience of the seat belt interlock is cited as an example of not assessing public opinion before mandating an occupant protection system.

Submissions to Secretary Adams' Passive Restraint Docket 74-14, Notice 8. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. 31 May 1977. 69 p. 7 ref.

A small section of this docket submission deals with opinion polls of public preferences for crash protection. Cited is a Harris poll which showed increasing willingness to pay the cost of good crash protection. Another poll conducted for IIHS revealed that prospective new-car buyers would add up to $20 per month to their car payments to save 18,000 lives per year. Detailed statistical tables are not provided; only conclusions are given. (See August 1976 paper by L.S. Robertson for details on this poll.)

Through questionnaire responses obtained after 3 months' experience, a comparison was made of the attitudes of Arizona Highway Patrol officers toward several conventional factory-installed cross-chest safety belt systems and an inertia reel mounted system. The weight of positive responses was received by the inertia reel system. This system was apparently less inhibitive of normal movements in operation of the vehicle. Moreover, by more convenient coupling and uncoupling, the inertia reel system permitted the officers to get in and out of these cars more rapidly and contributed to a lessened concern about the restrictive aspects of the equipment.


Rental cars in Fayetteville, North Carolina were equipped with four different seat belt systems: (1) detachable shoulder and lap belt, no warning system; (2) same with warning system; (3) non-detachable shoulder and lap belt with inertial reel, warning and logic system; and (4) same with starter/interlock system. Drivers of cars with systems (1) and (2) voiced more favorable attitudes toward seat belts and warning systems than did other system respondents.


The author lists reasons commonly given for not using seat belts, then presents arguments against these reasons.

The aims of this study were to develop an attitude questionnaire and an unobtrusive behavior measure technique useful in repeated assessment of attitudes and behaviors related to seatbelt use and to develop and test the effectiveness of different persuasive communications on seatbelt attitudes and behavior. Attitude measures were obtained 14 days before and 14 days after exposure to one of five types of persuasive communication. A change was demonstrated in seatbelt behavior for drivers in the experimental groups as compared to the control group. The behavior changes evidenced offer encouragement to investigators concerned about the possibilities for developing more effective persuasive communications. Seatbelt behavior was found to be significantly and positively related to the intention to wear seatbelts even though seatbelt use was not related to drivers' feelings about whether they "should" wear seatbelts.


The author reviews several past surveys of driver seat belt attitudes, citing many of the stated reasons for non-use of restraining devices. He concludes that the public will not buckle-up voluntarily, and adds that Congress appears convinced that mandatory laws are the most effective means to increase safety belt use. Estimates on number of lives saved by using restraint systems are included.


Several papers in these proceedings deal with consumer views on belt use laws and on achieving citizen support, including legislative support, for such laws. Means of changing attitudes are also discussed. One panel is devoted to physicians' views on belt usage.

Results of an attitude survey on a random sample of Ohio residents are described in brief. 61.8% were in favor of a belt use law; 38.2% against. 91.4% would favor the law if their insurance rates dropped. Only 8.5% of the people who reported not using belts said that safety belts do not help if they are involved in an accident.


While this study analyzed people’s attitudes regarding mandatory seat belt usage in school buses, it is unique in that it looked at different populations - drivers, parents, and students. In general, drivers felt buses were safe and did not favor belts; parents and students, on the other hand, thought belt usage would increase bus safety. Generally, the three groups were nearly evenly split on the issue of whether mandatory use of seat belts is an infringement on their rights (for students: 44%, is infringement; 56%, is not infringement).


The author first reviews various means of encouraging seat belt use—public information programs, legislation, etc. He then describes a recent Hartford Automobile Club survey on mandatory belt usage. 26% of the respondents believed there should be a belt usage law. A New York Auto Club Survey showed 64% opposed mandatory belt use legislation. The low survey response rate indicated a high degree of apathy concerning this issue. Included also are figures from various sources on suggested life savings by belt usage, and statistics on accidents involving belted and non-belted occupants.

Following observation of seat belt usage, interviews were conducted with a sub-sample of the observed population. On overall attitude toward the interlock system, the population was nearly split (42% for; 54% against). Reasons for defeating the ignition interlock, perceived belt comfort, and other factors are also considered. The report is comprised entirely of tables with no interpretation of the statistical data.


This research measured the effectiveness of the interlock system in increasing safety belt usage. Three studies were conducted: (a) among rental car customers at U.S. airports (to obtain data early in the 1974 model year); (b) among rental car customers at Toronto Airport, where different types of use-inducing systems were studied; and (c) among owners of private cars in the general vehicle population. Customers returning 1974 model rental cars at airports were observed for safety belt usage, and a subsample of nonusers interviewed to determine the circumstances and attitudes surrounding their nonusage. Study (c) was conducted in 19 U.S. cities by having observers note the usage patterns and sex of the driver and right outboard passenger. License numbers afforded a means of conducting a follow-up telephone interview with the driver, covering practices and attitudes with regard to safety belt usage and the interlock system. Opinions on belt discomfort and negative interlock attitudes correlated with belt usage.


Interview data were obtained from 394 drivers whose belt use or non-use had been observed in 1974 starter-interlock equipped cars. Usage was not related to education, race, comfort-convenience rating of belts, or having a friend injured in a crash--factors that had been found related to belt use in previous research. Despite favorable ratings of the efficacy of belt use, over 40% of 1974 car drivers were not using belts and 29% claimed the interlock was one of the least liked features of their new cars.
Objective and subjective data pertaining to utilization of restraint systems in a carefully drawn sample of 1973-1976 model year cars in traffic accidents in south central Texas were collected. Occupants' attitudes and practices regarding restraint systems were fairly consistent, with slightly less than half both utilizing restraints and expressing acceptance for belt restraints. Restraint system preferences, attempts to defeat restraint systems, reasons for attempts, and who accomplished the defeat are also discussed.


The purpose of the study was to point out that seat belt discomfort and inconvenience fall high on the list of reasons most people give for not wanting to wear seat belts. The author suggests that while it should be relatively easy to improve belt systems, the automobile industry has not been responsive to changing the systems to fit people instead of car interior design.


The overall objective of this research was to measure usage of, and attitudes toward, the passive restraint system, compared with the active restraint system on 1975 Volkswagen Rabbits. Interviews were conducted with two samples of VW Rabbit owners—those who purchased a Rabbit with the passive system and those who purchased a Rabbit with the active system. One phase of interviews measured safety belt usage after purchasers had owned their Rabbits for eleven months or longer. Results show that belt usage was about 80 percent in cars sold with passive belts and operating interlock systems after almost one year of ownership. As with usage, owners of passive systems have more favorable attitudes toward belt usage than owners of active systems.

This research was intended to measure the effectiveness of various use-inducing systems in increasing safety belt usage. Drivers' reactions to systems on 1975 model cars were studied. A telephone interview among owners/drivers of observed 1975 model cars was conducted along with telephone interviews with a sample of Spring/Summer registered owners of 1975 model cars. Drivers' attitudes toward the use of safety belts, and perceived comfort of both the lap belt and shoulder harness are also key factors which are correlated with usage.


Thirty volunteer subjects tried and evaluated six different occupant restraint systems. Judgments were made on their relative comfort and convenience. Most of the test subjects found the restraint systems tested were better than those in their own cars. With these improved restraints, there was a projected 21% increase in belt usage.


The advertising campaign conducted in Grand Rapids, Michigan created more favorable attitudes toward safety belts, belt use, development of safe driving habits, etc., according to a mid-point survey. The final attitude study showed that this trend continued to increase.
**Non-U.S. Studies -- Seat Belts**


It was hypothesized that if the observed discrepancy between reported and observed belt use was due to a social desirability response, the discrepancy would be reduced if respondents knew their use was being observed. Several studies to test this were undertaken, but it was concluded that knowledge of observation had no effect on reported use or on opinion of a usage law. It was suggested that a social desirability response was, therefore, not very important for reports of belt usage or attitude.


Public reaction and attitudes towards seat belts and a mandatory seat belt law were surveyed and compared with a similar pre-law survey. The main change has been that people now perceive the benefits of belts to be higher than used to be the case. However, people still believe belts should be made more comfortable and convenient to use.


The purpose of the study was to investigate the percentage of use of safety belts and the opinions of drivers about factors related to their use, as well as making the use of safety belts obligatory. The study determined that belts are used infrequently—7% to 28% in highway driving. According to the opinion survey, the majority of drivers using belts use them mainly on long trips or at higher speeds. Making belt use mandatory was supported by 62% of those interviewed, more often by young people than by old, and by those with more driving experience.

The investigation began with a series of interviews with experts or opinion leaders in the traffic safety area (city officials, police, safety councils members, etc.). This provided an initial source of hypotheses on belt usage and on experts' attitudes toward seat belts. Second came interviews with select subjects at the University of Regina. Finally, a representative sample of the Regina population was interviewed. These phases are described at length. Overwhelming evidence was found of people's acceptance of the safety value of seat belts, despite the small percentage of people who actually wear them. The two usual negative opinions occurred: seat belts are a nuisance or are uncomfortable, and people fear being strapped down. Findings suggest that if people are told to fasten their belts (as on a commercial airplane), they will comply with little argument. Many other aspects of belt usage and general traffic safety attitudes are discussed.


Included among the topics discussed in this German article are the problems arising in connection with mandatory seat belt legislation.


Using a model of attitudes toward seat belt use, a questionnaire was constructed to obtain beliefs relevant for seat belt usage. Analysis yielded a belief pattern that was interpreted in terms of five factors, "discomfort," "worry," "risk," "effect," and "inconvenience." The model appeared useful since an independent measure of attitudes could be predicted from a linear combination of individual factor scores. The belief pattern model was validated by a series of five observations. On the basis of the obtained relationships, a model of seat belt use was suggested in which conceptions about belt discomfort and about effects of belts in accidents were regarded as determinants of usage.

Public opinion regarding seat belt usage was surveyed, using a sample of 1000 drivers over the age of 21, before the introduction of a mandatory belt use law. 79% were in favor of seat belts, while only 57% said they usually wore them. Opinions on acceptance of the law were not gathered.


The first goal of this survey was to examine the relationship between attitudes toward seat belts and reported usage and see if additional information about an individual's perceived likelihood of being in an accident or an individual's perception of the expectations of others' reactions to seat belt users increased the correspondence between attitudes and behavior. An increase in the relationship between attitudes and reported behavior occurred when the accident factor was considered; there was no change when the other factor was involved. The survey results did show, however, that emphasis should be placed on developing a more convenient belt system.


Results of a post-seat belt law survey show that Australians now regard the wearing of seat belts as perfectly normal behavior, compared to the anti-belt feelings in years before the law went into effect. The article goes on to analyze how this change in attitude came about, and mentions data collected on usage and attitude patterns over the past several years.
Passive, three-point belt systems were fitted in two cars and tested by a cross-section of the Swedish population, whose opinions were subsequently recorded, studied and evaluated. Most of the 325 test subjects found the system extremely comfortable and preferable to conventional seat belts.


Eighteen months after seat belt use became mandatory in New South Wales, people were interviewed on their seat belt usage and attitudes. This survey was a repeat of one taken prior to the law, with a comparable sample. The follow-up survey was designed to determine the extent to which the law influenced wearing habits and attitudes. Reported wearing rate had increased dramatically. The high level of compliance with the law was found in every group examined. Attitudes expressed by respondents indicated that seat belts are now fully accepted by the majority of the community. After the law, people were more likely to believe seat belts to be important to safety; negative attitudes were rare. In addition, 8 out of 10 people were in favor of the law. Reasons for the law's impact on behavior and attitudes, the relevance of enforcement activity, and the future role of propaganda are discussed in the light of these survey results.

A review of three studies attempting to relate reported seat belt usage to seat belt attitudes and other variables. (Examen de trois études visant à trouver les correlations entre ce que l'on sait de l'utilisation des ceintures de sécurité et les attitudes vis-a-vis la ceinture de sécurité et d'autres variables.) R.M. Heron. Canadian Ministry of Transport, Road and Motor Vehicle Traffic Safety Office, Ottawa. Oct 1975. 84 p. 9 ref.

A review of three studies found reported seat belt use associated with presence of a warning system, good belt design, higher education or occupational status, newer cars, or attendance at driving school. An economic analysis showed that the less well educated driver, having a lower occupational status and less income, owns an older car equipped with an uncomfortable belt; at the same time he is less inclined to expose himself to or to absorb accurate information on belts. The belt user is safety and risk conscious, while the nonuser reports discomfort and non-effectiveness. Data on seat belt legislation suggest that most people favor compulsory seat belt usage and that, of those who are not habitually wearing belts now, most would increase usage under a law.

A model to predict seat belt use, based on a linear combination of beliefs about discomfort when wearing a seat belt and beliefs about injury-reducing effects of seat belts, was tested. Employees of a large steel company, nonusers of seat belts, were randomly assigned to one of six groups receiving one or a combination of the following treatments: (a) verbal information stressing the role of seat belts in reducing injury; (b) nonverbal practice in seat belt use; (c) verbal information irrelevant to seat belt use; or (d) receiving no treatment. Groups receiving seat belt information had the most favorable posttest beliefs and displayed the greatest increase in seat belt usage, although the effects generally decreased over time.


This paper discussed the effect of a public information campaign on changing people's attitudes toward proposed mandatory seat belt legislation in Ontario. Acceptance of the law went from 40.9% in March 1975 (pre-law) to 48.1% in January 1976 (when the law went into effect). Usage in Toronto, on the other hand, went from 19.3% in October 1975 to 79% by March 1976. The article concentrated on usage rates and accident statistics, rather than on attitude changes.


In this article, the authors concentrate on explaining their methods in attitudinal measurement; specifically, by means of pre-pilot and pilot studies before an actual survey. Validation of this method was done using the seat belt issue as an example. One conclusion made was that a high proportion of the public accepted that the government is a legitimate authority which has a right to issue directives concerning driver behavior.

Shoulder belt use of drivers was observed in periods preceding and following the Ontario seat belt wearing legislation. Changes in shoulder belt use over time were studied in relation to changes in drivers' opinions of the probable effectiveness of the law in saving lives and attitudes towards implementation of the law. It was seen that both believed effectiveness and favorability with regard to the seat belt law dropped when December 1975/January 1976 responses were compared with those of a year earlier. However, compliance with the behavior stipulated in the law showed a significant increase in that same period of time. The findings gave rise to several suggestions for future mass media education and information programs as well as for subsequent studies of driver behavior and attitudes.


In conjunction with Ontario's impending seat belt use legislation, a nationwide poll of public opinion was taken. Throughout Canada, 77% of those responding approved of the government protecting people from themselves. Some credit for making the usage law acceptable to people is given to an extensive public information campaign and to media support. Opposition to the law was led by a small, but very vocal, minority; average citizens complained at first, then complied.


A telephone survey of 4,107 Canadians was carried out in the fall of 1975 to determine the extent of acceptance of legislation which would make the wearing of seat belts compulsory. In all provinces, except Nova Scotia, the majority of citizens reported that, given the opportunity, they would vote for the introduction of such a law. Loss of freedom of choice and fear that seat belts are dangerous were the first and second most frequently cited of four possible reasons for objecting to a seat belt law. It is noted that discomfort and inconvenience have been mentioned as the primary reasons for non-use in previous studies.

It is shown that drivers' reported and actual use of seat belts are predictable from their opinions about the comfort and effectiveness of belts. These relationships are, however, moderated by anxiety about possible accidents, in that low-anxiety drivers exhibit a stronger association between attitude and behavior than do high-anxiety drivers.


A method for the assessment of public opinions was developed and used to investigate attitudes towards seat belts. It was found that most people accept that seat belts are effective, despite the fact that a large majority usually or always drive with belts unfastened. This failure to use seat belts appeared to result primarily from a failure to acquire the habit of buckling up. It did not reflect distrust of seat belts or any very deep-seated systems of attitudes and beliefs. It was concluded that public-education programs will not increase use of seat belts, but that measures are called for which take the decision to wear a belt out of the hands of individual drivers and passengers.


This reports studies the effects of the compulsory seat belt wearing law on wearing rates, driver attitudes, and accident patterns. Of those interviewed who always wear belts, 46.1% said they did so for safety reasons; 20.9% said they wore belts because it is the law. There was a tendency for more female drivers to give the law as a reason for wearing a seat belt.

A program is described which sought to establish why seat belt usage is low, the reactions of people to restraint systems, and ways to increase usage. It was concluded that, despite the acceptance of their safety value, usage would not be even close to 100% without the impetus of legislation. In conjunction with this legislation, however, the public feels the need for improvement in belt design. The report also concluded that effective propaganda may reduce antagonism, and some forms of passive restraint system may provide the best solution for certain occupant restraint problems.


This report reviews five projects relating to Canadian seat belt usage. On the basis of seat belt attitude surveys, national campaigns were mounted leading up to the mandatory usage law. A legislation survey revealed that most Canadians favor compulsory seat belt usage.